
TO: Eric de1nian

CC: Gen Pete Pace

FROM: Dona)d Runisfeld

SUBJECT: Decision to Not Go After Sadr

t)an Senor was on Fox yesterday saying that the decision to not go after Sadr was

made in Washington. My recollection is that the decision was made in Baghdam1

the Iraqi Governing Council was against it, and Bremer made the decision.

On the other hand, it is entirely possible Condi made the decision, and I just was

not aware of it.

Please check with Doug Feith and find out what the facts are.

Thanks.
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FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

FROM; Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense (IS

SUBJECT: Decision Not to Go After Sadr
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(U) You asked for the facts on the decision not to go after Sadr. We checked with
Doug -Feith, reviewed our files, and read relevant passages in Ambassador Bremer's
book.

o (LI) There is no indication that anyone in DoD or in the Washington interagency
denied any request from Bremer to go after Sadr.

(U) There were at least three occasions during which proposals to go after Sadr were
discussed: August 2003, October 2003, and April 2004.

On August 7., 2003, Bremer reported that Sadr would be arrested in about a week.
On August 18, Feith indicated to Bremer on your behalf that it would be he!pfì.l if
he (Bremer) provided certain information before carrying out the arrest (Tab A).

o An August 19 Bill Luti menio to Doug Feith (Tab fi) shows OSD's views on
the arrest.

o Later that day, the UN building in Baghdad was bombed; Sergio de Mello was
killed. Bremer's book implies that the UN bombing was the reason the Sadr
arrest was not made, There is no indication that anyone in DoD or the
Washington interagency forbade Bremer to arrest Sadr.

On October 11., 2003, Bremer informed you that it was time to move against Sadr,
and that Sadr's arrest would be an Iraqi operation. Bremer says that because you
were on vacation he spoke with DSD Wolfowitz about the arrest,
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o Wolfowitz asked questions and told l3remer that the decision to arrest Sadr
"will have to be your call," Wolfowitz and General Abizaid also discussed the
Sadr arrest, and Bremer later spoke with Abizaid Bremer reports in his book
that Abizaid told him of his impression that Wolfowitz was "going soft."
Bremer does not indicate that Wolfowitz told him or Abizaid not to arrest Sadr,
nor does he recount any effort to determine for himself Wolfowitz's position
on the matter.

- In April 2004, Bremer again determined to act against Sadr. However, he was
persuaded by the Iraqi Governing Council that because of the twin crises of
Fallujah and Najaf, going after Sadr at that time would be unwise. Instead,
Bremer opted for a policy of "squeezing" Sadr, seeking his apprehension for an
outstanding criminal warrant based on his involvement in the murder of al-Khoie,
Bremer does not report any Washington support for this decision. In fact he
reporis that Chairman Myers believed that "we should just finish the job."

COORDINATION: Tab C.
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TO: Eric Edelman

CC: Gen Pete Pace

PROM; Donald Rtmisl'eld

SU JECT: Decision to Not Go After Sadr

Dan Senor was on Fox yesterday saying that the decision to not go after Sadr was

made in Washington. My recollection is that the decision Was made in Baghdad

the Iraqi Governing Connoil was against it and Bremer made the decision.

On the other hand, it is entirely possible Condi made the decìsion and J just was

not aware of it.

Please check with Doug Feith and find out what the facts are.

Thanks.
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August 18,2003

MEMO TO: Paul Bremer

FROM: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

SUBJECT: Muqtada al-Sadr

I agree with you, considering the circumstances outlined in your memo, that Sadr should
probably be anested, Before you take further action, it would be helpful if you could
share with me your broad operational plan and provide me with the following
information:

Who would arrest Sadr? If an Iraqi, then would it be a Surmi or a Shi'a?

Who would detain Sadr and where?

What is your plan to inform and guide Iraqi opinion about the arrest?

Have you consulted with the Shi'a clerical leadership in the Howza (seminary) in arz-
Najaf? As you know, Ayatollah Sistani and the Howza are monitoring Sadr's
behavior.

Would Sadr's arrest make him more or less popular among the Shi'a?

Would his organization find effective leadership in his absence?

What would be the role if any of the Governing Council?

Is this something that must be donc now? Or can it wait for the results of your
campaign to inform Shi'a opinion?

s Do you plan to consult with the UK?

To a large extent, our fortunes in Iraq and the success of our rebuilding effort rise and fall
with Shi'a sentiment. For this reason, I want to consider all the ramificatìons of this
important arrest.
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MEMORANDUM POR THE UNDER SECRETARY FOR POLICY

FROM DUSD Bill Lull

SUBJECT: Muqtada al-Sadr

Ambassador Bremer's responses to the Secretary's questions (attached) give me
confidence that he and the CPA staff have consulted with the appiopriate parties
and have fully coordinated the Sadr arrest.

Because Iraqi police in Najaf have devised a plan and because Shi'a
religious leaders and Governing Council President Jaafari are aware of our
consideration (if not our íntent) of arresting Sadr, we should permit the
Iraqis to move quickly to arrest him. Each passing day provides more
opportunity for Sadr to become witting and prepare defenses. CPA's
consultative process has effectively foreclosed the Secretary's ability to
postpone the arrest.

One concern not yet addressed is the continued viability of Sadr's
organization once he is in custody. It may be necessary to arrest
subordinate leaders as well,

When the arrest occurs, it is important that the Shi'a religious leaders with whom
CPA has consulted publicly condemn Sadr the followers of these leaders should
block Sadr's people from seizing or taking refuge in shrines.
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